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Abstract 
This paper proposes a microphone array based statistical 
speech activity detection (SAD) method for analyses of poster 
presentations recorded in the presence of noise. Such poster 
presentations are a kind of multi-party conversation, where 
the number of speakers and speaker location are unrestricted, 
and directional noise sources affect the direction of arrival of 
the target speech signals. To detect speech activity in such 
cases without a priori knowledge about the speakers and 
noise environments, we applied a likelihood ratio test based 
SAD method to spatial power distributions. The proposed 
method can exploit the enhanced signals obtained from time-
frequency masking, and work even in the presence of 
environmental noise by utilizing the a priori signal-to-noise 
ratios of the spatial power distributions. Experiments with 
recorded poster presentations confirmed that the proposed 
method significantly improves the SAD accuracies compared 
with those obtained with a frequency spectrum based 
statistical SAD method. 
Index Terms: speech activity detection, microphone arrays, 
multi-party conversations, spatial power distribution 

1. Introduction 
Recently, multi-party conversations have been recorded in 
relation to, for example, Augmented Multi-party Interaction 
(AMI) [1], Computers in the Human Interaction Loop (CHIL) 
[2], and NIST Rich Transcription Meeting Recognition [3]. 
We have started a project on multi-modal recordings and 
analyses of poster sessions as theme-oriented multi-party 
conversations with static information resources [4].  

The automatic indexing of such multi-party conversations 
can allow rapid retrieval from archives, automatic minute 
taking, and the automatic summarization of conversations. 
One essential piece of information for indexing speech data is 
the answer to the question, “Who spoke when?”, which can 
be determined with a speaker diarization method [5][6][7][8]. 
In particular, speech activity detection (SAD) methods play a 
crucial role in detecting the temporal period in which a 
speech signal exists from an observed signal that includes 
environmental noise. 

Microphone array based SAD methods [9][10][11][12] 
have the advantage of utilizing spatial information. This 
contrasts with single-channel based methods [13][14][15], 
which can only utilize time-frequency information. However, 
such microphone array based SAD techniques sometimes 
require precise estimations of the directions of arrival (DOA) 
of speech signals in advance [9] or restrict speaker locations 
[10][11][12]. However, unlike meetings [3] in which the 
speakers usually sit around a table, we consider that the 
constraints imposed by the speakers’ locations are impractical 
in poster presentations because the participants can stand 

anywhere and move freely. Since we cannot predict how 
many speakers will stand around the poster in a practical 
situation, parametric estimations of the number of speakers 
[16][17][18] should be avoided because the number is 
restricted by the number of microphones. In addition, there 
are directional noise sources when recording in real 
environments and this noise affects DOA estimations.  

This paper proposes a SAD method without a priori 
knowledge about speaker location, number of speakers, and it 
is unaffected by environmental noise. The proposed method 
adopts the likelihood ratio test (LRT) approach [13] to spatial 
power distribution estimated by microphone arrays. Unlike 
the conventional SAD method [9], which utilizes a priori 
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for the spectrum obtained from 
the estimated speaker location, the proposed method utilizes 
only a priori SNRs obtained from spatial power distributions. 
This method detects speech activities by utilizing the changes 
in power that come from a certain spatial range, and mitigate 
the effect of environmental noise incorporating stationary 
directional noise by utilizing the a priori SNRs obtained from 
spatial power distributions. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 provides detailed explanations of the proposed SAD 
method. Section 3 describes evaluation experiments 
undertaken with recorded poster presentations to show the 
advantage of the proposed method in terms of diarization 
error rates (DERs) [3]. Section 4 concludes this study and 
describes future work. 

2. Speech activity detection based on 
spatial power distribution 

With the proposed method, the signals are observed by a 
microphone array consisting of M microphones, and then the 
observed signals are analyzed using a Hanning window with a 
certain amount of overlapping. This method works frame by 
frame. We consider the two following hypotheses for each 
analyzed frame assuming that the speech signal is 
uncorrelated with additive noise signals [13]. 

H0: Speech absent; X = N 
H1: Speech present; X = N + S 

where X, N, and S represent the spatial power distributions of 
the observed signals, noise, and speech signals, respectively. 
Unlike conventional LRT based methods [9][13][14][15], the 
proposed method considers the hypotheses for the spatial 
power distributions instead of frequency spectra.  

2.1. Spatial power distribution estimation 

In this paper, the spatial power distributions of the observed 
signals are estimated by applying time-frequency masking 
[19][20] to the frequency spectra based on the estimated DOA 
for each time-frequency bin. To estimate DOAs, we first 
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obtain the instantaneous phase difference ( )kiτr  as follows. 
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where ( )km

iτ  indicates the instantaneous phase difference 
between the signals observed by the m-th and first 
microphones at the k-th frequency bin of the i-th frame, 

( )kX m
i  indicates a discrete Fourier representation, and f 

indicates the frequency corresponding to frequency bin k (k = 
1 .. K). Then, the microphone location vector D is introduced 
as follows. 
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where md
r

 indicates the three dimensional location of the m-th 
microphone. Based on equations (1) and (3), we can obtain 
the angle ( )kiθ  and elevation ( )kiφ  by considering the 
following equation and assuming that the signal comes from a 
far field [21]. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] T
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where 1−D  indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of D, 
and vs indicates the speed of sound. In this paper, we only 
consider the angle ( )kiθ  as the estimated DOA of the 
observed signals. To obtain the spatial power distribution, 
time-frequency binary masks Maski(k) are designed as 
follows based on the estimated DOA for each frequency bin. 
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where Θa indicates the discrete angle range for estimating the 
power of signals that comes from that range, a is the index of 
the range (a = 1 .. A). The spatial power distribution ( )aiP Θ  is 
obtained by Maski(k) as follows.  
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This operation can be considered to constitute spatial power 
estimation using a kind of beamformer that only extracts the 
signal power from a narrow spatial range Θa. This spatial 
power distribution is calculated for all spatial ranges. Because 
the proposed method estimates the spatial power distribution 
based on the enhanced signals by utilizing time-frequency 
masking, it can exploit the differences between the spatial 
locations of the speakers and noise sources. 

2.2. Statistical model-based speech activity detection 

To model the spatial power distribution, we assume that the 
spatial power for each spatial range has a Gaussian 
distribution [13]. Based on this assumption, the probability 
density functions conditioned by H0 and H1 are as follows. 
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where ( )a
N
i Θλ  and ( )a

S
i Θλ , respectively, indicate the 

variances of N and S for the a-th spatial range. The likelihood 
ratio for the a-th spatial range can be calculated as follows. 
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where 
 ( ) ( ) ( )a

N
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Equations (10) and (11) can be considered a priori and a 
posteriori SNRs for the a-th spatial range. ( )a

N
i Θλ  is 

estimated from the frames which include only background 
noise incorporating stationary directional noise. In addition, 
instead of estimating ( )a

S
i Θλ , a priori SNRs are estimated in a 

decision-directed manner. The decision-directed a priori 
SNRs are estimated as follows.  
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where u0[] indicates the unit step function. ( )aiP Θ−1
ˆ  is 

estimated by applying a minimum mean squared error 
estimator [22] to the spatial power distribution. Equation (12) 
can reduce the bias of the likelihood ratios to H1. Based on 
equations (6), (9), (11), and (12), the likelihood ratio ( )ai ΘΛ  
is estimated. Finally, the speech activity is decided by 
thresholding the average log likelihood ratios as follows. 
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If speech is present in the observed signals, this average log 
likelihood ratio becomes large. As regards the hangover 
procedure, we employ the hidden Markov model based 
hangover scheme [13] in the proposed method. 

Our proposed method can be considered an extension of 
conventional LRT based SAD methods [9][13] because the 
proposed method considers all spatial directions to avoid the 
restrictions imposed by the number of speakers and the 
precise estimation of speaker locations. On the other hand, the 
proposed method can be thought of as a simplification of the 
conventional method, because it considers only the spatial 
power distributions regardless of the detailed structure of the 
frequency spectrum. However, this simplification certainly 
helps to relax the restrictions. In this respect, the proposed 
method can be used for multi-party conversations where such 
restrictions are difficult to apply. 

3. Experiment 

3.1. Recordings of poster presentations 

Poster presentations were recorded with a microphone array 
consisting of 8 omni-directional microphones as shown in Fig. 
1. The microphone array was mounted at the top of the poster 
presentation frame to record the presentations with various 
modalities [4] as shown in Fig. 2. For this recording, there 
was one presenter and two visitors for each poster 
presentation. The presenter and visitors could move freely. 

Figure 1: Microphone array for recording poster sessions. 
Numbers indicate microphone indices. 
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Their initial recording locations are shown in Fig. 3. The 
microphones, amplifiers, and A/D converter were SONY 
ECM-77B, YAMAHA HA-8, and SDS DASBOX Model-500, 
respectively. The speech data were digitized at a sampling 
rate of 16 kHz with 24-bit quantization. Figure 4 shows an 
example of the recorded speech. The presence of 
environmental noise produced, for example, by computers in 
the room, people outside the room, and construction work 
under way outside the window, the SNRs for each 
microphone ranged from 0 to 6.5 dB.  

Four recorded poster presentations were used in the 
following experiments. The speech onset/offset time stamps 
and speaker identifiers were hand labeled. The total data 
length for each presentation and total speaking time for each 
speaker are shown in Table 1. Owing to speech overlaps and 
non-speech periods, the total data length is not the same as 
the sum of all the speaking times for all the speakers. 

3.2. Evaluation experiment 

The performance of the proposed SAD method was evaluated 
by utilizing the recorded poster presentations shown in Table 
1. The observed signals were analyzed by using 32 ms long 
Hanning windows with 16 ms overlaps. The space in front of 
the microphone array was split into 180 regions (i.e. A = 180) 
each 1 degree wide. The DOAs of the observed signals were 
estimated by using all the microphones, and time-frequency 
masks were applied to the spectrograms obtained at 
microphone 1 as shown in Fig. 1.  

The DER, which is used for NIST Rich Transcription 
Meeting Recognition [3], is employed as a performance 
measure for this evaluation. The DER can completely account 
for the false-alarm speech time (FST), missed speech time 

(MST), and speaker error time (SET). When evaluating SAD, 
SET is not considered. The DER is calculated as follows. 
 (%)100×

+
=

dataoflengthTotal
MSTFSTDER  (14) 

The evaluation criteria also follow those provided by 
NIST [3], that is, the speech segments were split with non-
speech periods more than 300 ms in length, and vocalizations 
such as laughing and coughing are considered to be non-
speech. The allowed tolerance for the difference between the 
system outputs and the correct labels was 250 ms. 

To show the advantages of the proposed method in 
utilizing the spatial information, its performance was 
compared with that obtained using the frequency spectrum 
based statistical SAD method [13].  

3.3. Results 

Figure 5 shows examples of the spatial power distribution, a 
priori SNRs, and log likelihood ratios obtained with the 
proposed method. In this example, the speakers stand at 
around 60, 110, and 150 degrees. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
power of the environmental noise incorporating stationary 
directional noise was mitigated in the estimated a priori 
SNRs. In addition, because the log likelihood ratios are 
calculated by averaging for all spatial regions, they were 
unaffected by the speaker locations or the number of speakers, 
and exhibited large values when speech signals were present. 

Table 2 shows the DERs obtained with the proposed 
method and the frequency spectrum based method [13]. For 
all sessions, the proposed method significantly outperformed 
the frequency spectrum based method in terms of DER. 
Because the noise power was widely distributed in the time-
frequency region, the frequency spectrum based method was 
affected by the environmental noise. On the other hand, the 
proposed method could exploit the enhanced signals obtained 

Table 1. Total data length and utterance length for each 
speaker. Speaker A is the poster presenter, and speakers B 
and C are visitors. The speakers are different for each 
session except for speaker A in sessions 1 and 2. Speech 
overlaps make that the total data length is not the same as 
the sum of the utterance lengths for each speaker. 

A B C
Session1 824.01 286.76 32.29 1036.89
Session2 788.98 129.45 129.01 913.42
Session3 1068.32 58.58 178.38 1149.86
Session4 1175.12 31.98 200.43 1290.66

(sec)

Speaker Total

Figure 4: Example waveform (top) and spectrogram 
(bottom) for the recorded poster presentation. 

Figure 2: Poster presentation frame. Microphone arrays are 
set at the top of the frame. 

Poster 43 cm 

A

B C 

130 cm

80 cm

Figure 3: Approximate speaker positions. A, B, and C 
indicate the poster presenter and visitors. Participants were 
allowed to move freely. 

80 cm 
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from time-frequency masking. This approach also works even 
in the presence of stationary directional noise sources by 
utilizing the a priori SNRs obtained from spatial power 
distributions.  

4. Conclusion 
We proposed an SAD method based on the LRT of the spatial 
power distribution. This method works in the presence of 
environmental noise by utilizing a priori SNRs of a certain 
spatial range. The spatial power distributions were estimated 
by applying time-frequency masking to the frequency 
spectrum. By considering the entire spatial range, the 
proposed method detects speech activity periods from 
observed signals regardless of the accuracy of the DOA 
estimation of the speaker locations. An experiment with 
recorded poster presentations showed that the proposed 
method outperformed the SAD method based on the LRT of 
the frequency spectrum in terms of DERs. This result 
confirmed the effectiveness of using spatial power 
distributions for SAD of such multi-party conversations as 
poster presentations. 

It should be noted that this method does not consider 
whether or not the changes in power that come from a certain 
spatial range are caused by the presence of speech. Therefore, 
some mechanisms will be needed to cope with non-stationary 
directional noise sources. Moreover, the estimated log 
likelihoods for spatial power distributions can be utilized for 
the speaker diarization [5][6][7][8] of such multi-party 
conversations. The realization of such a speaker diarization 
method is also future work. 
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Table 2. Diarization error rate (DER), missed speech time 
(MST), and false alarm speech time (FST) obtained with the 
proposed and frequency spectrum based methods [13] for 
each session. 

DER MST FST DER MST FST
Session1 1.9 0.8 1.1 4.6 2.6 2.0
Session2 4.4 1.9 2.5 6.9 2.0 4.9
Session3 4.4 0.1 4.3 4.5 0.1 4.4
Session4 0.9 0.1 0.8 4.6 0.5 4.1

(%)

Spatial power
based SAD (proposed)

Frequency spectrum
based SAD [13]
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